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Abstract. Regional cooling resulting from increases in sur-
face albedo has been identified in several studies as the main
biogeophysical effect of past land use-induced land cover
changes (LCC) on climate. However, the amplitude of this
effect remains quite uncertain due to, among other factors,
(a) uncertainties in the extent of historical LCC and, (b) dif-
ferences in the way various models simulate surface albedo
and more specifically its dependency on vegetation type and
snow cover. We derived monthly albedo climatologies for
croplands and four other land cover types from the Moder-
ate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satel-
lite observations. We then reconstructed the changes in sur-
face albedo between preindustrial times and present-day by
combining these climatologies with the land cover maps of
1870 and 1992 used by seven land surface models (LSMs) in
the context of the LUCID (“Land Use and Climate: identifi-
cation of robust Impacts”) intercomparison project. These re-
constructions show surface albedo increases larger than 10 %
(absolute) in winter, and larger than 2 % in summer between
1870 and 1992 over areas that experienced intense deforesta-
tion in the northern temperate regions. The historical surface
albedo changes estimated with MODIS data were then com-
pared to those simulated by the various climate models par-
ticipating in LUCID. The inter-model mean albedo response
to LCC shows a similar spatial and seasonal pattern to the
one resulting from the MODIS-based reconstructions, that
is, larger albedo increases in winter than in summer, driven
by the presence of snow. However, individual models show
significant differences between the simulated albedo changes
and the corresponding reconstructions, despite the fact that
land cover change maps are the same. Our analyses sug-
gest that the primary reason for those discrepancies is how

LSMs parameterize albedo. Another reason, of secondary
importance, results from differences in their simulated snow
extent. Our methodology is a useful tool not only to infer
observations-based historical changes in land surface vari-
ables impacted by LCC, but also to point out deficiencies of
the models. We therefore suggest that it could be more widely
developed and used in conjunction with other tools in order
to evaluate LSMs.

1 Introduction

Human-induced land cover change (LCC) has modified large
portions of the natural landscape since pre-agricultural times,
and deforestation has been particularly extensive in the
Northern Hemisphere temperate regions (Hurtt et al., 2006).
Surface albedo is a key element in LCC-related climate
change studies, as it controls the magnitude of energy ab-
sorbed by land surfaces, which heats the land and drives tur-
bulent fluxes. In temperate latitudes, the radiative effects of
deforestation is particularly large because non-forested lands
reflect about 5 % (absolute) and 30 % more solar radiation
than forests in respectively snow-free and snow-covered con-
ditions (Jin et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2005).

As spatially coherent global observations of land surface
properties only exist for the satellite period, impacts on cli-
mate of large-scale historical LCC have been principally as-
sessed using global climate models instead of observations.
Most of these numerical results show that past LCC has prin-
cipally led to cooling in the northern extratropics through
the increase in surface albedo. This albedo-induced cool-
ing opposes the warming induced by non-radiative effects of
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deforestation such as decreases in evapotranspiration, which
tends to predominate at lower latitudes (e.g. Govindassamy
et al., 2001; Bounoua et al., 2002; Feddema et al., 2005; Betts
et al., 2007; Kvalev̊ag et al., 2010; Davin and de Noblet-
Ducoudŕe, 2010). Changes in surface albedo have usually
been characterized and quantified by means of the radia-
tive forcing concept in order to compare the global impact
of LCC to those driven by other climate forcings (Hansen
et al., 1998; Betts, 2001; Matthews et al., 2003; Myhre
and Myhre, 2003; Betts et al., 2007; Davin et al., 2007;
Forster et al., 2007).

Myhre et al. (2005) estimated the LCC-induced changes
in surface albedo and the resulting radiative forcing based on
present-day albedo observations of the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Their results show
weaker albedo changes between pre-industrial and present-
day conditions than other published numerical studies, in part
because of the lower MODIS-derived crops albedo values.

In the context of the “Land Use and Climate: identification
of robust Impacts” (LUCID) project (Pitman et al., 2009),
a coordinated set of simulations was realized using seven
global climate models to evaluate the robust biogeophysical
impacts of LCC since the preindustrial period. These sim-
ulations prescribed two different land cover distributions of
1870 and 1992. One robust result from LUCID is that the
models systematically simulate increases in surface albedo
in response to past LCC. Although in most models the near
surface cools down throughout the year, some simulate sea-
sonal warming due to a dominant impact of the non-radiative
effects (de Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2012). Even though the
simulated change in surface albedo shows a common direc-
tion, its magnitude varies significantly from one model to the
other. Such inter-model dispersion has two main causes, as
discussed in Boisier et al. (2012): differences in the models’
albedo sensitivity to LCC and differences in land cover maps
prescribed in each of them. Although all the land surface
models (LSMs) embedded in LUCID climate models used
as reference the same crop and pasture extents for both years
1870 and 1992, modelers have implemented them using dif-
ferent procedures into their own standard vegetation maps.
This has induced significant differences in the deforestation
rates that each LSM deduced between the preindustrial times
and present-day (ranging from∼ 4 to 10 million km2 glob-
ally) and, therefore, in the simulated climate responses to
LCC.

It is rather difficult to evaluate the accuracy of the recon-
structed land cover maps in LUCID, as there are many uncer-
tainties in identifying what has been the actual anthropogenic
LCC. One source of uncertainty results from the reconstruc-
tion of the historical record of cropland and pastureland. An-
other one may come from current land cover characteriza-
tion as discussed in Feddema et al. (2005) and de Noblet-
Ducoudŕe et al. (2012). Moreover, we often know little about
the specificities of land conversion to croplands (i.e. defor-
estation or conversion from previously grass-covered area)

although some initiatives have started to address this issue
(e.g. Hurtt el al., 2006). With respect to the surface albedo
sensitivity to LCC, variations between models result from the
snow cover simulated and different land surface parameteri-
zations, such as the one used for cropland albedo (Matthews
et al., 2003; Myhre and Myhre, 2003). The realism of this
sensitivity should be assessed using observational datasets.
This is what we are trying to do in this paper.

In this study we develop a method (Sect. 2) to reconstruct
past changes in surface albedo using satellite data. Land sur-
face products from MODIS are used to derive seasonally and
spatially varying albedo values for different land cover types
under snow-covered and snow-free conditions. This infor-
mation is then combined with land cover and snow cover
maps to reconstruct preindustrial and present-day albedo cli-
matologies. After an evaluation of the methodology adopted
(Sect. 3), we estimate the albedo response to the different
scenarios of land conversion used within the LUCID project
(Sect. 4.1). We then evaluate the LUCID models’ albedo sen-
sitivity to deforestation in relation to their simulated snow
cover (Sect. 4.2). We finally evaluate the impacts of LCC on
the solar radiation budget at the surface based on the simu-
lated and reconstructed albedo changes (Sect. 4.3). Discus-
sion and conclusion are presented in Sect. 5.

2 Material and methods

The datasets used in this study gather satellite products and
global simulations from the LUCID model intercomparison
project (Table 1). The MODIS shortwave broadband bihemi-
spherical reflectance (white-sky albedo) and snow cover data
(MCD43C3; Schaaf et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2005), in addition
to the land cover product (MCD12Q1; Friedl et al., 2010),
were used to derive snow-free and snow-covered albedos of
different land cover types (Sect. 2.1).

Earlier studies have compared the MODIS albedo re-
trievals with in situ observations showing generally good
agreements (e.g. Liang et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2009; Cescatti
et al., 2012). However, the possibility of important biases at
large solar zenith angles over snow-covered surfaces has also
been discussed (Liu et al., 2009; Wang and Zender, 2010;
Schaaf et al., 2011). This study does not address this issue
since the regions we are interested in (those experiencing
substantial LCC since the preindustrial period) lie at lower
latitudes than those affected with the potential albedo biases.

We use the diffuse (white-sky) albedo from MODIS in-
stead of the direct beam (black-sky) component because it is
a good approximation of the daily mean surface albedo and
comparable to that simulated in climate models. Nonethe-
less, since the results shown here involve variations between
the albedo of different land cover types, there is little impact
on the choice of either white- or black-sky albedo, since the
difference between them mainly depends on the solar zenith
angle (i.e. the latitude and season) and not on vegetation type.
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Table 1.Dataset summary.

Sources Variablesa Period Description and references

MODIS (LP DAAC) α, SC, LC 2000–2011 Bihemispherical shortwave reflectance
(white-sky albedo), snow cover (MCD43C3;
Gao et al., 2005) and land cover (MCD12Q1; Friedl et al. (2010)) products
MCD12Q1; Friedl et al. (2010).

AVHRR/ SMMR/ SSM/I (NSIDC) SC, SWE 1979–2006 Global monthly EASE-grid Snow Water
Equivalent Amstrong et al. (2005).

LUCID simulations 1970–1999 30 yr runs (5 ensemble members) carried
α, LC, SC, out by 7 GCM/LSMsb with prescribed
SWE, SN, SST/SIC from 1970 to 1999. Preindustrial
SD, T2 m and present-day simulations prescribed land

cover of 1870 and 1992, respectively
de Noblet Ducoudŕe et al. (2012).

a Surface albedo (α), snow cover fraction (SC), land cover (LC), snow water equivalent (SWE), net (SN) and downward (SD) shortwave radiation and 2-meter temperature (T2 m). b

GCM/LSMs: ARPEGE/ISBA (Salas-Ḿelia et al., 2005; Voldoire et al., 2006), CCAM/CABLE (McGregor and Dix, 2008; Abramowitz et al., 2008], CCSM/CLM (Collins et al., 2006;
Oleson et al., 2008), ECEARTH/TESSEL (van den Hurk et al., 2000), ECHAM5/JSBACH (Roeckner et al., 2006; Raddatz et al., 2007), IPSL/ORCHIDEE (Marti et al., 2010; Krinner et
al., 2005) and SPEEDY/LPJmL (Strengers et al., 2010; Bondeau et al., 2007).

The MODIS albedo and the National Snow and Ice Data
Center (NSIDC) snow cover dataset (Armstrong et al., 2007)
were used, in combination with present-day (1992) and
pre-industrial (1870) land cover maps from LUCID mod-
els (Sect. 2.2), to reconstruct surface albedo climatologies of
both time periods.

2.1 MODIS data processing

The flowchart illustrated in Fig. 1 summarizes our method-
ology for reconstructing surface albedo maps based on the
MODIS data. To start with, white-sky albedo, snow cover
and land cover data from MODIS were used to assign snow-
covered and snow-free albedo values to four groups of veg-
etation (crops, grasses, evergreen trees and deciduous trees)
and to bare soil. These five land cover groups (LCGs) were
defined in order to have a broadly comparable land cover
partitioning between the MODIS data and the LSMs as-
sessed here (Sect. 2.2). As the definition of vegetation varies
from one model to another, this grouping ensures consistency
when making reconstructions. We used the plant functional
type (PFT) classification of the MODIS MCD12Q1 prod-
uct in order to disambiguate the grouping onto the different
LCGs (as could occur in biome-type classifications includ-
ing mixed vegetation types such as e.g., savannas). Shrub
PFTs in the original MODIS land cover and in some LU-
CID LSMs were considered as grasses. Since the MODIS in-
formation does not exhibit significant large-scale LCC dur-
ing the 2001–2011 period, we used a single year (2001) in
our analyses. The original 500 m resolution land cover map
was aggregated onto the same 5.6 km resolution grid of the
MODIS albedo product used here.

From the MODIS dataset at 5.6 km resolution (0.05◦ grid),
we derive climatological (2000–2011) monthly albedo maps
at 2.0◦ × 2.0◦ for each of the five LCGs. First, we consider
only the 0.05◦ grid cells showing a dominant fractional area
(larger than 95 %) of a given LCG. The monthly snow-free
and snow-covered albedo values of the available pixels for
each LCG are separated and aggregated onto larger cells of
0.5◦

× 0.5◦ . An example of valid grid cells retained in the
0.5◦ maps (i.e. with at least one sub-pixel with dominant land
cover) is illustrated in Fig. 2. This figure shows the snow-
free albedo in July for the four classes of vegetation within
the LCGs, indicating those regions with dominant land cover
such as the case of croplands, which are extensive in North
America, Eurasia and India (Fig. 2a). Grasses are predomi-
nantly present in the North American Great Plains, in central
Eurasia or in the Sahelian band (Fig. 2b). Evergreen trees are
the major LCG in tropical and boreal forest (Fig. 2c), while
deciduous trees dominate in some areas such as in eastern
North America (Fig. 2d). Besides desert regions, grid cells
with a dominant fraction of barren soil are found sparsely in
other regions of the globe (not shown).

The LCG albedo values in grid cells lacking of dominant
vegetation were derived by bilinear interpolation of the valid
pixels. The resulting global monthly albedo maps at 0.5◦ res-
olution were finally regridded onto a 2.0◦ grid, the one used
to combine and compare the ensemble LUCID simulations
and the satellite data.

This method allows capturing the spatial and seasonal
albedo variability of each LCG resulting, among other
causes, from the plant life form heterogeneity (e.g. broad-
leaved vs. needle-leaved plants) or from the leaf area in-
dex (LAI) distribution within the concerned LCG. In this
sense, it is important to note that the albedo values ex-
tracted from the dominant LCGs do not represent the albedo
of the canopy, but the one resulting from both the canopy

www.biogeosciences.net/10/1501/2013/ Biogeosciences, 10, 1501–1516, 2013
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MODIS 
Surface albedo, 
land cover and 
snow cover data 
from 2000 to 2011

LUCID
Land cover maps 
of 1870 and 1992 
from 7 LSMs

NISDC
Monthly snow 
cover data from 
1979 to 2006

(1) Snow-free and snow-covered 
albedo climatologies (at 0.05º)

(2) The albedo of five land cover 
groups (LCGs) is upscaled (globa-
lly) from grid-cells with dominant 
land cover (LCG’s areal fraction 
larger than 95%)

Snow-free and snow-covered al-
bedo climatologies for each LCG 
(monthly maps)

Reconstructed 28-yr 
(1979-2006) monthly sur-
face albedo based on both 
land cover maps of 1870 
and 1992 of each LSM

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the methodology used to compute surface
albedo climatologies for land cover maps of 1870 and 1992 based
on satellite data.

and soil reflectance. Consequently, the albedo of pixels with
low LAI, such as of extratropical regions in winter, will be
highly influenced by the soil albedo. Separating both com-
ponents (canopy and soil albedo), although possible using
MODIS datasets (e.g. Rechid et al., 2009), is beyond the aim
of this study.

2.2 Model data

The set of LUCID simulations assessed here are 30 yr runs
carried out by seven global circulation models (GCMs) cou-
pled to LSMs (Table 1; hereafter GCM/LSMs). Two types
of simulations were computed to assess the impacts of LCC
between the preindustrial (PI) period and present-day (PD).
They only differ by the land cover maps prescribed in each
LSM, representing the vegetation of 1870 in one case and
that of 1992 in the other. Each type of simulation was run
in ensemble mode (with 5 members) and used prescribed
monthly varying sea surface temperature and sea ice con-
centration (from 1970 to 1999), as well as fixed atmospheric
CO2 concentration of 375 ppm.

The differences between the land cover maps of
1870 and 1992 prescribed in LSMs are based on
the historical cropland and pastureland reconstructions
of the SAGE (Ramankutty and Foley, 1999) and HYDE
(Klein Goldewijk, 2001) datasets, respectively. As com-
mented in Sect. 1 and discussed in de Noblet-Ducoudré et
al. (2012), despite the fact that all the modelers that partici-
pated in LUCID used the same agricultural dataset, the vari-
ous LSMs prescribed quite different LCC. These differences

are the result of incorporating the agricultural land cover
units over uneven (natural or observed) vegetation maps,
as well as of adopting different rules to do it in the vari-
ous LSMs. The strategy chosen to represent agricultural land
cover into a given vegetation map is also constrained by the
structure of each LSM, such as the PFT classification or the
number of them shared within a grid cell. For more details
on the modeling experiment carried out within LUCID see
de Noblet-Ducoudŕe et al. (2012). The list of GCM/LSMs
and their references are provided in Table 1.

2.3 Surface albedo reconstructions

The MODIS-based surface albedo reconstructions for prein-
dustrial times and for present-day conditions are computed
combining (a) the land cover map of 1870 and 1992 of each
LUCID LSM, (b) the monthly albedo maps of each LCG de-
rived from MODIS, and (c) the monthly NISDC snow cover
from 1979 to 2006 (Fig. 1). We used the NISDC snow cover
dataset instead of the MODIS snow cover product because of
its larger period of availability (large enough for a robust cli-
matology) and its better coherence in time with LUCID sim-
ulations, which cover the 1970–1999 period. The net albedo
in a given grid cell and month is calculated as follows:

α =

∑
v

Fv [(1− f )αsf
v + f αs

v], (1)

where α
sf
v and αs

v are respectively the MODIS-derived
snow-free and snow-covered albedos of the LCGv. Fv

is the grid area fraction of LCGv, and f is the snow
cover fraction of the corresponding grid cell, assumed to be
independent of LCG.

In summary, 28 yr monthly albedo maps (period deter-
mined by the availability of the NSIDC snow cover data)
were computed for both the preindustrial (1870) and the
present-day (1992) land cover maps of each of the seven
LUCID GCM/LSMs. Both time periods are assumed here
to have the same snow cover distribution (the present-day
one from NISDC), so that the albedo difference between
them only estimates the direct effect of LCC. That is, the
indirect LCC impacts on surface albedo such as the one in-
duced by changes in snow cover are not taken into account.
Differences between the reconstructed (MODIS-based) albe-
dos and those simulated by each GCM/LSM are used in
the following to diagnose the parameterization of the mod-
els that may explain this difference, and the resulting albedo
sensitivities to LCC.

In order to evaluate the skill of the method used to re-
construct albedo accurately (Sect. 3), another reconstructed
albedo dataset was computed in the same way described
above, but using the land cover map and the 12 yr snow
cover data of MODIS instead of the LUCID land cover maps
and the NSIDC snow cover. Hence, since this reconstruction
only uses information from MODIS, its difference with the
original MODIS albedo climatology measures the error of

Biogeosciences, 10, 1501–1516, 2013 www.biogeosciences.net/10/1501/2013/
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a. Crops b. Grasses

Snow-free surface albedo in July (x100)

c. Evergreen trees d. Deciduous trees

Fig. 2. Snow-free surface albedo in July derived from MODIS. Maps indicate the available grid cells of 0.5◦ (containing sub-cells with
dominant land cover; see text) associated to four land cover groups used in this study: crops(a), grasses(b), evergreen trees(c) and deciduous
trees(d). Dashed box in(a) encompasses the land area of large deforestation between 1870 and 1992 further used for specific analyses.

our methodology in scaling up the subset albedo data ob-
tained from grid cells with dominant vegetation.

3 Method evaluation: present-day albedo
reconstruction

Figure 2 shows the snow-free albedo on July derived from
MODIS in those grid cells that have associated dominant
land cover within the four vegetated LCGs. Crops and
grasses show larger albedo values than trees. Also notice-
able are the larger albedo values of deciduous trees with re-
spect to those of evergreen trees in the North Hemisphere, in
accordance with previous findings using MODIS (Jin et al.,
2002; Myhre et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2005) and with obser-
vation (Cescatti et al., 2012). All groups of vegetation show
clear spatial variations in their respective albedo maps, even
at similar latitudes.

Table 2 indicates the mean albedo values resulting from
the available grid cells at 0.5◦ within a region of particular
interest because of its large LCC between 1870 and 1992.
This region that includes parts of North America and Eura-
sia (indicated by a dashed box in Fig. 2a) is used for specific
analyses. The northern winter (December-January-February;
DJF) snow-covered and snow-free albedo values, as well as

the snow-free values in June-July-August (JJA), are shown
for the five LCGs. The resulting white-sky albedo for the
four vegetation classes generally agrees with previous val-
ues derived from MODIS (e.g. Gao et al., 2005). In summer,
the snow-free albedo of crops and grasses are similar to each
other (∼ 0.17–0.18), and exceeds by nearly 0.07 and 0.03 the
albedo of evergreen and deciduous trees, respectively. It is
noteworthy how much larger the snow-masking effect ex-
erted by forest is, compared to that of herbaceous plants. In
the case of evergreen trees, the snow-covered winter albedo
averages 0.21 in the study area, almost three times lower than
the one obtained for grasses (∼ 0.57).

In order to evaluate the global albedo reconstruction
methodology, we have compared the reconstructed albedo
based on the MODIS land cover and snow cover data to the
original MODIS albedo (Fig. 3). The global albedo patterns
of January and July from the MODIS climatology (Fig. 3a
and b) are generally well reproduced by the reconstructions
(Fig. 3d and e). These patterns are characterized by rela-
tively high albedo (larger than 0.3) over deserts and snow-
covered areas, notably in the northern mid- and high lati-
tudes in January. By contrast, in regions with closed forest
the albedo is below 0.15, such as in tropical rainforests or
in boreal forests in July.

www.biogeosciences.net/10/1501/2013/ Biogeosciences, 10, 1501–1516, 2013
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Fig. 3.Mean surface albedo in January (top) and July (bottom) based on MODIS (2000–2011) observations(a), (d) and reconstructions(b),
(e). Difference between the reconstructed and the observed albedo(c), (f). Solid contours encompass regions with large LCC between 1870
and 1992 (areal fraction deforested larger than 10 %; see Fig. 5). Note the non-linear scale.

Table 2. MODIS seasonal mean shortwave broadband (0.3–5 µm)
bihemispherical reflectance (white-sky albedo) for five land cover
groups used in this study. Values averaged over the region of interest
in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics∗.

DJF JJA

Land cover group snow-covered snow-free snow-free

Crops 0.546± 0.066 0.141± 0.023 0.178± 0.017
Grasses 0.568± 0.080 0.161± 0.023 0.176± 0.022
Evergreen trees 0.205± 0.035 0.094± 0.017 0.104± 0.012
Deciduous trees 0.244± 0.054 0.117± 0.021 0.153± 0.010
Bare soil 0.535± 0.112 0.205± 0.050 0.246± 0.055

∗ The mean± one standard deviation surface albedo values are indicated. Values
computed from the ensemble of grid cells (at 0.5◦ ) with dominant land cover within
the area of study (indicated in Fig. 2a).

Quantitatively, the difference between the MODIS recon-
structed and the observed mean albedo shows relatively small
biases (< 0.01) in most land areas of the globe (Fig. 3c and
f). Some substantial differences are, however, observed in
regions such as in western North America, mid-Eurasia or
in Australia. Most of these regions show rather large errors
throughout the year (not shown) and in most cases corre-
spond to areas lacking grid cells with dominant land cover in
any specific LCG (Fig. 2). Therefore, in these regions of het-
erogeneous land cover, the albedo values of each LCG were
interpolated from those of remote areas, with potentially dif-
ferent plant properties, soil colours, snow conditions, etc.
These errors are important and could induce misleading es-
timates of LCC-induced albedo changes in regions where
the latter are of the same order as the corresponding bias.

Fig. 4. Monthly mean albedo in North America and Eurasia (the
region of study is indicated in Fig. 2a). Solid and dashed lines indi-
cate the observed and the reconstructed albedo values, respectively.
Shaded area illustrates the±1 mean absolute error as departures
from the reconstructed net albedo, calculated between the recon-
structed and the observed values of the ensemble of grid cells within
the region studied.

However, for the purpose of this study, regions affected by
large historical land use changes are principally located in the
northern temperate regions (Fig. 5), in areas with small bi-
ases (see solid contours in Fig. 3c and f, denoting the regions
in which the prescribed deforestation between 1870 and 1992
exceeds 10 % of land fraction).

Biogeosciences, 10, 1501–1516, 2013 www.biogeosciences.net/10/1501/2013/
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Forest fraction difference (1992-1870)

Fig. 5. Forest fraction difference between the preindustrial period
and present-day (1992–1870) prescribed in LUCID land surface
models (model mean). Dashed box indicates the land areas of large
deforestation further used for specific analyses.

Figure 4 shows the mean seasonal cycle of the MODIS
observed and reconstructed albedo averaged over the study
area. In this region, the monthly mean albedo is character-
ized by a strong seasonal cycle ranging from 0.15 in sum-
mer to 0.35 in late winter, which roughly follows the snow
cover extension (not shown). The reconstructed seasonal sur-
face albedo pattern matches fairly well the observed albedo.
In winter, the reconstructed albedo slightly overestimates the
observed values, bias resulting from those regions showing
systematically significant errors (Fig. 3c). The mean absolute
error (MAE) between the reconstructed and observed albedo,
calculated for each month with the ensemble of grid cells of
the region of study, represents no more than 5 % of the net
albedo in all seasons (indicated by shaded area in Fig. 4).

4 Results

4.1 Surface albedo changes between 1870 and 1992

Seven pairs of MODIS-based albedo reconstructions were
calculated from each of the seven LUCID LSMs-specific
present-day (1992) and preindustrial (1870) land cover dis-
tributions. The MODIS-based estimated change in surface
albedo was computed for each model as the difference be-
tween the present-day (PD) and preindustrial (PI) climatolo-
gies of the reconstructed dataset.

Figure 5 illustrates the forest fraction difference between
1870 and 1992 imposed in LUCID LSMs (model mean).
Forest area loss dominates the historical LCC, notably in
the northern temperate regions where the forest fraction de-
creases by more than 30 % (absolute) over extensive areas.
As explained in Sect. 2.2, although the sign and the spa-
tial pattern of the LCC agree between the LUCID LSMs,
the deforestation area varies widely between them. Within
the area of large LCC we are particularly interested in (indi-

cated by a dashed box in Fig. 5), models CCAM/CABLE
and ECEARTH/TESSEL show the larger decrease in for-
est fraction, more than twice the deforestation imposed in
CCSM/CLM and ECHAM5/JSBACH (not shown).

The simulated (LUCID) and reconstructed (MODIS-
based) mean LCC-induced albedo differences (PD minus PI)
in January and July are displayed in Fig. 6. This figure shows
the multi-model mean albedo change for both the GCM/LSM
simulations and the reconstructions. Both maps show strong
albedo increases over areas that have experienced the largest
deforestation between 1870 and 1992 (Fig. 5). In January,
the albedo increases between PI and PD reach more than
10 % (absolute) in some areas. This is about five times larger
the albedo increases simulated in July. This difference results
from the snow-masking effect caused by the presence of for-
est on the winter albedo. The simulated mean albedo change
is very similar to the reconstructed one, although slightly
weaker in January.

Despite the consistency shown by the model-mean sim-
ulated and the reconstructed albedo change in response
to LCC, there are significant discrepancies when look-
ing at each model individually. For each of the LUCID
GCM/LSMs, Fig. 7 illustrates the simulated and recon-
structed monthly mean albedo changes between PI and PD
averaged over the region studied of maximum LCC (Fig. 5).
All models simulate a similar seasonal albedo change pat-
tern characterized by marked maximum increases during the
cold snowy season (black lines in Fig. 7). The amplitudes
of the albedo anomalies between the winter and the sum-
mer are, however, quite at variance from one model to an-
other. For example, CCAM/CABLE simulates null albedo
changes in summer and near+2 % (absolute) in winter,
while ARPEGE/ISBA simulates albedo increases ranging
from ∼ +1 % in summer to more than+5 % in winter. This
is partly related to the different deforestation rates prescribed
in each LUCID LSM, as discussed in de Noblet-Ducoudré et
al. (2012) and Boisier et al. (2012).

Besides the different albedo responses to LCC of
the LUCID GCM/LSMs, strong discrepancies exist be-
tween the simulated and reconstructed albedo anomalies
(shown as dashed lines in Fig. 7). The reconstructed
winter albedo changes between PI and PD overestimate
those simulated for five GCM/LSMs (CCAM/CABLE,
CCSM/CLM, ECHAM5/JSBACH, IPSL/ORCHIDEE and
SPEEDY/LPJmL) and underestimate them for two mod-
els (ARPEGE/ISBA, ECEARTH/TESSEL). Four mod-
els also show marked discrepancies between the recon-
structed and simulated summer (snow-free) albedo changes
(ARPEGE/ISBA, CCAM/CABLE, ECEARTH/TESSEL and
SPEEDY/LPJmL).

Figure 7h summarizes the surface albedo changes in re-
sponse to LCC. This figure gives the model mean (lines)
and range (shaded areas) of the simulated (black) and
reconstructed (blue) albedo changes. The MODIS-based re-
constructed albedo responses averaged across the models
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a. Simulated (model mean) b. Simulated (model mean)

d. Reconstructed (model mean)c. Reconstructed (model mean)

Surface albedo change between PI and PD (x100)

January

January

July

July

Fig. 6.LCC-induced surface albedo change (present-day minus preindustrial) in January(a), (c) and July(b), (d). Maps(a) and(b) indicate
the model-mean albedo change directly obtained from LUCID simulations. Maps(c) and(d) illustrate the albedo change obtained from the
MODIS-based reconstructions (the albedo change computed with the different LUCID models’ land cover maps are averaged). Note the
non-linear scale.

Fig. 7. Monthly mean surface albedo response to LCC (present-day minus preindustrial) averaged over the region of study (box in Fig. 5).
Solid and dashed lines illustrate respectively the simulated and the reconstructed albedo changes for each LUCID GCM/LSM(a–g). Panel
(h) indicates the inter-model mean and range (shading) of the simulated (solid line and gray shading) and reconstructed (dashed line and blue
shading) albedo change.
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show a larger increase during the winter than the simulated
one. Yet this difference remains smaller than the inter-model
spread. It is noteworthy to examine how much larger is the
inter-model range of simulated albedo change with respect
to the MODIS-based reconstructed range. Since the latter
only accounts for model differences in the imposed LCC, the
larger range shown by the GCM/LSM simulations reveals the
important contribution to the uncertainties in the simulated
climate responses to LCC of the uneven model albedo sen-
sitivities to land conversions. This result is in accordance to
earlier conclusions from LUCID (Boisier et al., 2012).

Table 3 summarizes the annual mean albedo changes aver-
aged over the global ice-free lands (i.e. excluding Antarctica
and Greenland). The simulated model-mean albedo increases
by 0.51 % (absolute) in response to LCC between 1870
and 1992, globally. This model-mean response hides quite
different individual model responses ranging from 0.1 %
(CCAM/CABLE) to 0.97 % (ECEARTH/TESSEL), that is,
an inter-model range (0.87 %) larger than the model-mean
albedo response. The model-mean albedo change derived
from the reconstructions is similar to the albedo change sim-
ulated, but the associated inter-model range of 0.33 % is sub-
stantially lower than the one simulated.

Given that the land cover prescribed in each LUCID LSM
is the same as the one used for the corresponding albedo re-
construction, the albedo sensitivity to LCC of a single model
can be quantified by the difference between its simulated and
reconstructed albedo changes. This difference is principally
explained by two causes, the first being the distinct snow
cover extent simulated by each GCM/LSM with respect to
that uniformly prescribed in the reconstructions (NSIDC).
A related factor that should also contribute to the simulated
albedo responses to LCC, which is not taken into account
in the reconstructions, is the change in the snow cover and
content between the two periods simulated. Such change,
which could result from, e.g. a positive snow-albedo feed-
back, was not identified as a significant driver of the win-
ter albedo responses to LCC within the LUCID simulations
(Boisier et al., 2012).

The second main cause behind the differences between the
simulated albedo changes and the reconstructed ones is the
intrinsic model albedo response to land cover perturbations
for a given snow cover condition, which depends directly on
the land surface parameterization and may differ from the es-
timated response based on the MODIS data. Hence, the pa-
rameterization of LSMs is responsible for the summer (snow-
free) albedo responses to LCC, and should contribute par-
tially to those resulting in snowy conditions. The relative role
in the models’ winter albedo sensitivities to LCC of both the
simulated snow coverage and the parameterizations of LSMs
are examined in the following section.

4.2 Evaluating the LUCID models snow cover and
albedo sensitivity to LCC

In order to evaluate the snow cover and snowpack simu-
lated by the various GCM/LSMs, we compared their mod-
eled snow extent and snow water equivalent (SWE) val-
ues in the region studied. Figure 8a indicates the simulated
winter (DJF) area within this region covered by a snow-
pack of SWE equal or larger than the level indicated in
the x-axis. The same relationship derived from the NSIDC
data is also plotted as reference (dashed lines in Fig. 8a).
The models as well as the NISDC dataset show that the
most part of the study region (nearly 25 million km2) is cov-
ered with snow of at least 1 mm in DJF. The snow-covered
area decays asymptotically when increasing SWE. For ex-
ample, no model shows an area larger than 7 million km2

covered with a snowpack of 80 mm SWE or larger. Three
GCM/LSMs (ECEARTH/TESSEL, ECHAM5/JSBACH and
SPEEDY/LPJmL) clearly simulate too small snow extent
at different SWE levels with respect to what is diagnosed
from the NISDC data, while ARPEGE/ISBA clearly over-
estimates it. CCAM/CABLE and CCSM/CLM simulate
larger snow-covered areas with relatively high SWE values
(SWE> 50 mm) than those observed.

Comparing the results depicted in Fig. 7 and in Fig. 8a, it
is clear that the discrepancies between the snow cover sim-
ulated in the study region and that observed (NISDC) are
not the sole cause accountable for the differences between
the simulated and reconstructed LCC-induced winter albedo
changes (the NISDC snow cover is the one used for the re-
constructions). For instance, IPSL/ORCHIDEE shows quite
a good concordance in terms of snow content and extent with
respect to the reference dataset, but the simulated change in
surface albedo between PI and PD nevertheless underesti-
mates the reconstructed one in winter.

To evaluate the model albedo sensitivity to LCC indepen-
dently from the magnitude of the land cover perturbation we
use normalized albedo anomalies. These anomalies are cal-
culated, in a given grid cell, as the net surface albedo change
between 1870 and 1992 (1α) divided by the corresponding
change in the total fraction of herbaceous vegetation1FH
(i.e. the sum crops and grasses):

1Nα =
1α

1FH
. (2)

1Nα represents the expected albedo change induced by
total deforestation when both the bare soil fraction and snow-
pack are kept constant (few grid cells within the LUCID
models show significant changes (> 5 %) in bare soil frac-
tion and are excluded in the analysis, as well as those pixels
showing absolute SWE changes larger than 10 mm since pre-
industrial times).

The northern winter (DJF) mean values of1Nα simu-
lated by each GCM/LSM at different grid cells are plotted
as a function of SWE in Fig. 8b. This figure gives1Nα
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Fig. 8. (a) Total area within the region of study (box in Fig. 5) in DJF with snow water equivalent (SWE) levels higher than the value
indicated in the x-axis. Solid and dashed lines illustrate the snow coverage/content relation simulated in LUCID models and obtained from
the NISDC dataset, respectively.(a) Normalized surface albedo changes (1α/1FH, see text) averaged over SWE bins of 15 mm around the
values indicated in the x-axis. Results from simulations and reconstructions illustrated as solid and dashed lines, respectively. Shaded areas
indicate the corresponding±1 standard deviation of1α/1FH calculated within the moving window at each SWE level.

Table 3. Simulated and reconstructed annual mean LCC-induced change in surface albedo (× 100) averaged over the global ice-free land
(excluding Greenland and Antarctica).

GCM/LSMs

ARPEGE/ CCAM/ CCSM/ ECEARTH/ ECHAM5/ IPSL/ SPEEDY/ Model mean
ISBA CABLE CLM TESSEL JSBACH ORCHIDEE LPJmL (range)

Simulated 0.64 0.10 0.22 0.97 0.28 0.49 0.85 0.51 (0.87)
Reconstructed 0.48 0.55 0.30 0.63 0.36 0.63 0.55 0.50 (0.33)

averages for bins of SWE of 15 mm, along with a range
indicating departures from the mean of±1 standard devi-
ation, calculated within each bin (shaded area in Fig. 8b).
The corresponding reconstructed1Nα values are also plot-
ted as a reference in Fig. 8b (dashed lines). This figure
shows how much the models differ in their DJF albedo re-
sponse per unit of deforested area, although the magnitude
of 1Nα increases with SWE in all of them. ARPEGE/ISBA
and ECEARTH/TESSEL show the strongest albedo sensitiv-
ity to deforestation when compared to all other models and to
the reconstructed values. This is consistent with the compara-
tively large winter albedo responses to LCC of these models,
as can be appreciated in Fig. 7. This agreement holds in the
case of ECEARTH/TESSEL despite the low snow coverage
simulated by this model in the selected region (Fig. 8a). The
1Nα values simulated by the other five models underesti-
mate those reconstructed at different SWE levels. The weak
albedo change simulated by CCAM/CABLE in winter (less
than half of its associated reconstructed values; see Fig. 7b)
is consistent with the extremely low albedo sensitivity of this
model to LCC.

The uneven values of1Nα shown in Fig. 8b reflect differ-
ences in land surface parameterization between the LUCID

LSMs. In order to attribute the net winter albedo sensitivity
to LCC to (1) the simulated snow cover and (2) the “intrin-
sic” albedo response to deforestation characterized by1Nα,
for each GCM/LSM we have plotted the relative error of the
simulated winter albedo response to LCC in the region of
study against the winter mean SWE (Fig. 9a) and against
1Nα averaged at different SWE levels (Fig. 9b). We use
the relative error of the simulated albedo change (1αmod),
calculated with respect to that reconstructed (1αrec) (i.e.
(1αmod− 1αrec)/1αmod), in order to avoid the differences
between the models due to their specific LCC strength. No
clear relationship was found in the first case (Fig. 9a), im-
plying that the simulated snow does not dominate the model
albedo responses to LCC. In contrast, an approximately lin-
ear relationship appears in the second case (Fig. 9b).

The reconstructed mean1Nα of near 0.3 (dashed line in
Fig. 9b) is consistent with the mean snow-covered albedo
difference between forest and herbaceous vegetation found
in this study (Table 2) and similar to the strength of the
snow-masking effect reported earlier (e.g. Bonan, 2008). The
two models that overestimate this value (ARPEGE/ISBA and
ECEARTH/TESSEL) simulate a higher albedo response to
LCC than that reconstructed, while the other models un-
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Fig. 9. Differences (relative, %) between the winter mean (DJF) reconstructed and simulated albedo responses to LCC in the region of
study (box in Fig. 5), plotted against the simulated mean snow water equivalent (SWE)(a), and plotted against the normalized albedo
changes (1α/1FH) averaged at different SWE levels(b). Winter mean normalized 2-m temperature changes (1T2 m/1FH) versus the
mean1α/1FH (c). Dashed lines indicate the corresponding values obtained from the reference SWE dataset (NISDC) and the albedo
reconstructions. Labels A, C1, C2, E1, E2, I and S indicate respectively ARPEGE, CCAM, CCSM, ECEARTH, ECHAM5, IPSL and
SPEEDY.

derestimate it. Hence, the land surface parameterization ap-
pears as the major factor explaining the differences be-
tween winter mean albedo responses to LCC simulated
by the LUCID models. The effect of the simulated snow
content may be distinguished as a secondary source of
inter-model dispersion in Fig. 9b. Based on the linear
fit between1Nα and the departures of the winter mean
albedo responses (dotted line), those models that simu-
late more (ARPEGE/ISBA) and less (ECEARTH/TESSEL,
ECHAM5/JSBACH, SPEEDY/LPJmL) snow than the
reference data (NSIDC), respectively overestimate and
underestimate their expected albedo responses based
on their mean1Nα.

Figure 9c shows the normalized 2 m temperature re-
sponses to LCC (1T2 m/1FH) simulated in DJF as function
of the mean1Nα. In the region of study (North America
and Eurasia) most models simulate a cooling in response to
deforestation. The magnitude of this cooling is roughly pro-
portional to the increase in surface albedo in each model and,
then, proportional to the mean1Nα. The models showing a
weak sensitivity of albedo to deforestation simulate a negli-
gible cooling in response to LCC (e.g. CCAM/CABLE). The
converse is true, e.g. for ECEARTH/TESSEL, with a mean
1Nα of ∼ 0.37 and a DJF cooling exceeding 3 K of ampli-
tude. The MODIS-based reconstructed mean1Nα of ∼ 0.3
results in an estimated temperature response to deforestation
of −2.5 K when projected on the linear fit between the simu-
lated1T2 m/1HH and1Nα (dotted line in Fig. 9c).

4.3 Impacts on the surface shortwave radiation budget

The effects of large-scale changes in surface albedo on cli-
mate occur through the resulting perturbation in the radiation
budget and energy balance of the surface. The LCC-induced
changes in surface net shortwave radiation (SN) not only de-
pend on the surface albedo changes (1α), but also on indirect
impacts of LCC and atmospheric feedbacks that, by means

of perturbations in, e.g. convection and cloud cover, induce
changes in the incoming solar radiation (SD). In order to
isolate the albedo-driven (α-driven) component in the LCC-
induced change inSN, we use the following decomposition:

1SN = SN(PD) − SN(PI) = −1αSD(PI) + [1− α(PI)] (3)

1SD − 1α1SD,

where the difference of a given variable1V corresponds to
the change between its preindustrial mean valueV (PI) and
the present-day one V(PD). Hence, the first term in the right-
hand side of Eq. (3) represents the direct LCC-induced (α-
driven)SN change, while the second term is the indirect com-
ponent (SD-driven) briefly described above. The third term is
an anomaly of second order that is negligible compared to
the other terms when the perturbations are small compared
to the net values (as in this case).

For each of the LUCID models, Fig. 10 illustrates the
monthly LCC-inducedSN changes, averaged over the region
studied. The simulated changes inSN (indicated by solid
lines) are depicted along with the simulated (dotted lines)
and reconstructed (dashed blue lines)α-driven1SN. The lat-
ter are computed as the first term of Eq. (3) but evaluated with
the corresponding MODIS-based reconstructed1α value,
maintaining in each case the corresponding (simulated)SD
(PI).

Most models simulate decreases inSN that exceed
5 W m−2 in some cases (solid lines in Fig. 10). They also
show different seasonal patterns within their responses to
LCC. In most cases, the models show differentSN anomalies
than those expected from the corresponding surface albedo
changes alone (dotted lines). ARPEGE/ISBA is a clear ex-
ception. This model simulates small changes inSD, and1SN
is therefore dominated by itsα-driven component (Fig. 10a).
Differences between the net1SN and itsα-driven component
are not systematic among the models but some patterns pre-
vail. During the northern winter, most models simulate sim-
ilar or weaker net1SN (in amplitude) than those expected
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 7 but for net shortwave radiation (SN). Simulated total and albedo-driven (see text) changes inSN as solid and dotted
lines, respectively. Dashed lines indicate the albedo-drivenSN changes obtained with the reconstructed (MODIS-based) changes in surface
albedo.

Table 4.As is Table 3 but for surface net shortwave radiation (W m−2).

GCM/LSMs

ARPEGE/ CCAM/ CCSM/ ECEARTH/ ECHAMS/ IPSL/ SPEEDY/ Model mean
ISBA CABLE CLM TESSEL JSBACH ORCHIDEE LPJmL (range)

Simulated −0.68 −1.53 −0.32 −1.10 −0.35 −0.52 −1.03 −0.89(1.21)
α−driven∗ (sim.) −0.81 −0.04 −0.29 −1.41 −0.42 −0.79 −1.47 −0.75(1.44)
α−driven∗ (rec.) −0.53 −0.53 −0.40 −0.80 −0.44 −1.01 −0.72 −0.63(0.62)

∗ Simulated (sim.) and reconstructed (rec.) surface albedo-driven changes in net shortwave radiation (see text).

from 1α alone. The opposite effect, i.e. larger decreases in
SN than those induced by1α, is observed in most models in
summer, with the clear exception of SPEEDY/LPJmL. The
latter shows particularly large increases inSD leading to net
increases inSN in May–June between PI and PD. These re-
sults suggest that the indirect impacts of LCC by means of
changes inSD play quite an important role in the simulated
SN response to LCC. Within the various LUCID models, this
effect differs in amplitude and, in some cases in sign, ampli-
fying or dampening the direct (α-driven)SN perturbations.

With the exception of ECHAM5/JSBACH, the models
show larger reductions in theα-driven changes inSD dur-
ing the winter and spring than during the summer (dot-
ted lines in Fig. 10), as we get in the reconstructions
(dashed lines). The seasonal pattern of the simulated and
reconstructedα-driven 1SD is however quite different for
most models (except for IPSL/ORCHIDEE). For instance,
in the case of ECEARTH/TESSEL, the difference between
the simulated and reconstructed surface albedo change in
summer (under snow-free conditions; Fig. 7) leads to a
large overestimation in the amplitude of theα-driven de-

crease inSN with respect to the corresponding MODIS-
based reconstruction from May to October. A similar but
weaker effect is observed in the case of ARPEGE/ISBA
and SPEEDY/LPJmL. In turn, the simulatedα-driven SN
changes underestimate those reconstructed during most
part of the year for CCSM/CLM, ECHAM5/JSBACH,
IPSL/ORCHIDEE and CCAM/CABLE, in accordance to
their differences between the reconstructed versus the sim-
ulated albedo changes (Fig. 7).

The model mean and range of both the simulated and re-
constructed LCC-inducedSN changes are plotted in Fig. 10h.
This figure is similar to the one showing albedo changes
(Fig. 7). The model-mean changes inSN, which is of the
same order in the simulated and reconstructed cases. Further,
it is remarkable that the inter-model range of simulatedSN
responses to LCC (gray shaded area in Fig. 10h) is much
larger than the range of reconstructed responses (blue shaded
area). In this case, the large dispersion between GCM/LSMs
in their SN changes is not only due to differences in their
imposed LCC (aspect that is quantified with the reconstruc-
tions), nor in the model specific albedo sensitivities to LCC,
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but also for the indirect effects and feedbacks of LCC driven
by the atmosphere in climate models, producing changes in
the incoming solar radiation (SD).

The annual mean LCC-induced changes inSN averaged
across the global ice-free land are summarized in Table 4.
As for the results shown in Fig. 10, the simulated1SN val-
ues are indicated along with theα-driven components com-
puted from both the simulated and the reconstructed1α. The
model-mean1SN is near−0.9 W m−2 with a large inter-
model range of 1.21 W m−2. The global landα-driven1SN is
lower in amplitude than the total1SN when averaged across
the models (−0.75 W m−2). The inter-model range of this
component (1.44 W m−2) is twice as large as the correspond-
ing model-mean response. Consistent with what is obtained
for the surface albedo (Table 3), the inter-model range of
the MODIS-based reconstructedα-driven 1SN is strongly
reduced from that simulated (0.62 W m−2), highlighting the
major role of the differences in land surface parameterization
in explaining the simulated albedo responses to LCC and the
resulting spread between the models.

Averaged over the whole globe, the LUCID models
show an annual mean reduction inSN of 0.16 W m−2 be-
tween PI and PD (total simulated). Considering theα-
driven component only, the model-mean change inSN is
−0.14 W m−2 (simulated) and−0.12 W m−2 when using the
reconstructed albedo change. These values are coherent with
what Matthews et al. (2003) reported.

The global mean1SN found in this study are also within
the typical radiative forcing (RF) of−0.2± 0.2 W m−2 at-
tributed to the past LCC due to surface albedo changes in
previous modeling studies (Davin et al., 2007; Forster et al.,
2007) and higher in amplitude than the RF of−0.09 W m−2

that was estimated by Myhre et al. (2005) based on MODIS
data. The change inSN is, however, a quite rough estima-
tion of the LCC-induced RF, which is usually computed at
the top of the troposphere and, therefore, accounts for the
net changes in shortwave radiation due to surface albedo per-
turbations at a given cloud cover distribution, in addition to
changes in longwave radiation as indirect impacts of LCC.

5 Discussion and conclusions

The results from the LUCID model intercomparison project
have demonstrated that the change in surface albedo is one
of the main drivers of the climate responses to historical land
use-induced land cover change (LCC). This intercomparison
has also showed that the simulated albedo change was quite
different from one model to another. It then became impor-
tant to evaluate the magnitude of this albedo response to his-
torical LCC based on available observations.

In addition, we have to recall that there is no current
consensus on the intensity of past deforestation and, conse-
quently, this aspect represents one of the main sources of un-
certainty when comparing various studies addressing the im-

pacts of LCC on climate (de Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2012;
Boisier et al., 2012).

We have used satellite-based surface albedo, land cover
and snow cover data to derive snow-free and snow-covered
monthly climatologies of albedo for five main land cover
groups (LCGs). Those climatologies can be combined with
any vegetation and snow cover distribution to reconstruct
global albedo maps and then estimate LCC-induced albedo
changes. We have used this methodology to assess changes
in surface albedo since preindustrial times based on the land
cover maps provided by the seven GCM/LSMs that have
been evaluated in the context of the LUCID project. Prein-
dustrial simulations and reconstructions only differ from
present-day ones by the land cover maps. The reconstructions
were then compared to the albedo values simulated by each
individual GCM/LSM to evaluate how realistic each model is
with respect to the response of this specific variable to LCC.

It is important to note that the reconstructed preindustrial
albedo maps were computed with the present-day snow cover
data and LCG’s monthly albedos. Thus, the resulting surface
albedo change between 1992 and 1870 represents an estimate
prior to any climate feedback that could further modulate the
albedo responses to LCC. However, our previous analyses of
LUCID simulations show rather weak positive snow-albedo
feedback (Boisier et al., 2012).

The LUCID models do not exhibit a systematic bias in
their simulated albedo responses to LCC with respect to
those reconstructed using the MODIS albedo and the NSIDC
snow cover data. However, single model responses are sig-
nificantly different from their respective reconstructions, no-
tably when snow is present. We show that these differ-
ences reside principally on the land surface parameteriza-
tions and the resulting albedo sensitivities to deforestation
of LSMs at different snow cover conditions, while the snow-
pack simulated by the LUCID GCM/LSMs represents a fac-
tor of secondary importance. It should be noted that the
winter temperature responses to LCC simulated by the LU-
CID models are mainly directed by surface albedo changes
and, consequently, depend directly on the albedo sensitivity
of LSMs (Fig. 9c).

This study does not explore deeper on the specific LSM
parameterizations leading to these different albedo sensi-
tivities to LCC. However, the large simulated-reconstructed
albedo biases found in some models during the summer and
over vegetated lands (i.e. under snow-free conditions and
with the canopy foliage developed) suggest important incon-
sistencies on basic parameters such as the leaf/stem albedo.
We speculate that the way LSMs treat the vegetation phenol-
ogy and the optical properties of the snow-covered surfaces
should also contribute significantly to the seasonal albedo bi-
ases.

The large dispersion in the albedo responses to LCC
shown by LUCID models echoes the reported uncertainty in
the radiative forcing of past LCC (Forster et al., 2007). As
commented, our results show that the spread in the simulated
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albedo changes is in its major part associated to the param-
eterization of LSMs, reinforcing previous conclusions from
LUCID (Boisier et al., 2012). The remaining model uncer-
tainty is mainly related to the choice of land cover maps to
characterize LCC. The indirect impacts of land cover pertur-
bations, inducing changes in the incoming solar radiation, are
also quite model-dependent, adding additional uncertainty to
the radiative effect of LCC.

Narrowing the large uncertainties in climate responses to
LCC is a major challenge to move forward in the understand-
ing of past climate trends and future projections, and will
help other studies such as the climate change detection and
attribution. A deeper evaluation of LSMs is needed to ad-
dress this purpose. In addition, analyses of observation-based
global datasets such as the one developed in this study con-
tribute substantially to the assessment of these uncertainties,
providing realistic estimates of land use-related impacts as
well as benchmarks for climate model simulations. Further,
the methodology applied here may be used to estimate either
past or future LCC-related changes in surface albedo, as well
as in other surface properties or variables that are available
globally at relatively high resolution.
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